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Abstract
In this paper, we studied the gender bias in monolingual word embeddings of two Indian languages Hindi and
Tamil. Tamil is one of the classical languages of India from the Dravidian language family. In Indian society
and culture, instead of racism, a similar type of discrimination called casteism is against the subgroup of peoples
representing lower class or Dalits. The word embeddings measurement to evaluate bias using the WEAT score
reveals that the embeddings are biased with gender and casteism which is in line with the common stereotypical
human biases.
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1. Introduction
A language is a wonderful tool for communication.
It has powered the human race for centuries and
continues to be at the heart of our culture. In-
dia has more than 270 languages or dialects spo-
ken as its mother tongue. Of 121 languages that
are spoken by 10,000 or more people, 22 languages
comprising 123 mother tongues are specified in the
Eighth Schedule to the Constitution of India as
Scheduled Languages. 1. Hindi and Tamil are the
Scheduled languages of India.
Based on cultural linkages and unfavorable social
biases, NLP models are trained with a variety of
biases and discrimination. Word embeddings have
become a standard resource for representing the
text in ML-based NLP applications. Generating a
good word embedding is very important to avoid
bias in the downstream tasks. Learning a high-
quality word representation is extremely impor-
tant for various syntactic and semantic tasks. The
methods to evaluate the quality of word embed-
dings are categorized into intrinsic and extrinsic
methods. Extrinsic methods use word embeddings
as input features to a downstream task and mea-
sure changes in performance metrics specific to
that task. But the intrinsic evaluation methods
test the quality of an embedding independent of a
specific NLP task. One technique to measure the
quality of word embedding is to check whether it
is unbiased towards gender, racism, religion, de-
mographic, etc., using bias evaluation metrics like
WEAT.
Despite the diversity, bias in word embeddings of
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Indian languages is studied less. So far, bias is
experimented with Hindi, Bengali and Telugu lan-
guages of India. Hindi and Bengali are the lan-
guages of the Indo-Aryan (or Indic language) fam-
ily. Tamil and Telugu are the languages of thfe
Dravidian family and Tamil is a classical Dravid-
ian language. Our study shows bias in the Tamil
language which is highly agglutinate and also in
Hindi. Instead of racism, we experiment with a
type of bias called casteism which is highly preva-
lent in Indian culture. Caste systems in India have
its root in medieval, early-modern, and modern In-
dia (Bayly, 2001).
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes related works on these problems
and provides context on why the problem is diffi-
cult and important to solve. Next, in sections 3,
we describe the datasets and bias measure which
are used to measure it. In Section 4 we analyse
and present the results and conclusion about our
work in section 5.

2. Related Work
Gender bias appears to be a common stereotype
that exists across vast majority of data resources.
An illustrious work by Bolukbasi et al. (2016)
observed gender bias in Word2Vec word embed-
dings. They showed that gender bias could be
found by identifying the direction in embedding
subspace and could be neutralized. Caliskan et
al. (2017) measured the bias in the Word2Vec em-
beddings on Google News corpus and pre-trained
GloVe using WEAT, WEFAT score. Escudé Font
et al. (2019) found gender bias in the translation of
English-Spanish in the news domain. Embeddings

https://censusindia.gov.in/2011Census/Language_MTs.html
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of gendered languages such as Spanish and French
contain gender bias. Zhou et al. (2019) observed
the bias in bilingual embeddings from MUSE while
translating ES-EN and FR-EN, where both the
Spanish and French are gendered languages. To
neutralize gender in word embeddings, GN-GloVe
(Zhao et al., 2018) is used to mitigate gender bias
in word representations. Apart from gender bias,
Manzini et al. (2019) found ethnicity and religion
bias by extending WEAT to measure the bias over
a Word2Vec model. Research on race in NLP re-
mains less and ignored in many NLP tasks. Field
et al. (2021) survey on racism in NLP research
shows that only 13 papers from ACL anthology fo-
cus on racial bias in text representations (LMs, em-
beddings). The survey highlighted that the NLP
research fails to account for the multidimensional
race. Hasanuzzaman et al. (2017) shows that
racism is in link with location information instead
of gender. Bansal et al. (2021) measured gen-
der bias using intrinsic, extrinsic bias and debias
the word embeddings for three Indian languages
(Hindi, Bengali, Telugu) in addition to English.
The challenges in Indian languages are:
1. The semantics of gender words may vary from
one language to another.
2. While Bolukbasi et al. (2016) leverages the
pronouns (e.g.,she/he) to construct gendered direc-
tions this might not be possible for many languages
(e.g., In Tamil, the same pronoun அ≈÷ is used to
refer to both the male and female genders).
3. Certain terms in Tamil have male honorific
forms, do not have the corresponding female hon-
orific forms. One may be tempted to say the
forms listed as masculine honorific forms are neu-
tral forms. Yet, in actual use, these often assume
male reference.

Male Female Honorific English
பாட∏ý பாட∏ி பாட∏÷ singer
தைல≈ý தைல≈ி தைல≈÷ leader

Table 1: Gender-neutral or honorific terms in
Tamil

2.1. Why Casteism but not Racism?
In gender classification based on photographs of
faces, Buolamwini and Gebru (2018) could draw
the connection between phenotype and race. They
noted that racial categories are unstable and that
phenotype can vary widely within a racial or ethnic
category. Moreover Benthall and Haynes (2019)
claims that the acquisition of a race by a per-
son depends on several different factors, includ-
ing bio-metric properties, socioeconomic class, and
ancestral geographic and national origin. Hence
Hanna et al. (2020; Benthall and Haynes (2019;

Field et al. (2021) argue that race is a multi-
dimensional and can refer to a variety of different
perspectives. During the World Conference against
Racism (WCAR) by United Nations in 2001, which
discussed various manifestations of racism, the po-
sition of the Indian government was that the caste
is not a race and hence is not relevant at confer-
ence (Pinto, 2001). Due to its multi-dimensional
nature, no widely accepted categorization scheme
and the Indian government stance, casteism is var-
ied from racism.
Our contributions include considering two Indian
languages, each from the Indo-Aryan and Dravid-
ian families, and bias analysis concerning gender
and casteism. As per the literature survey and to
our knowledge, this is the first report on 1) bias in
Tamil language embeddings, 2) the discrimination
of subgroup of people in India under ”casteism”
is reflected in word embeddings. The choice of the
current set of languages is motivated by the knowl-
edge of the authors in these languages.

3. Experiment
Neural network models are quite powerful and
efficient, but at the same time, these models
inherently contain problematic biases in many
forms. Many pre-trained language models such
as Word2Vec, GloVe, ELMo, fastText, etc., are
widely available for developers to generate word
embeddings, but they should also be aware of what
biases they contain and how they might exacerbate
in those applications. In our experiment, two pre-
trained language models: Word2Vec (Hindi) and
fastText (Hindi and Tamil) are used to obtain the
word embeddings. To check whether the embed-
dings of these models are biased or not, the WEAT
metric is used to find its association or bias which
is in line with the human bias.

3.1. Datasets
For gender bias, most of the words are taken from
Caliskan et al. (2017) study on gender-biased
words using male vs female and career vs fam-
ily. The male vs female words is also measured
against the male vs female traits (or adjectives).
In Indian languages, some of the words are used
in their transliterated form instead of their equiv-
alent linguistic form. For example, the words उप-
चा रका (Nurse) is less frequently used instead of its
transliterated form नसर्. The frequently used form
is included in this study. Table 2 lists the statistics
of the dataset for the Hindi and Tamil languages.
Words such as loyal, family, happy, abuse, mur-
der, assault and jail are taken from pleasant vs.
unpleasant words of Caliskan et al. (2017). The
other words are considered in the context of cul-
tural and societal practices followed by the Indian
people.
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Targets Hindi Tamil Attributes Hindi Tamil
Career vs Family 4 5 Male vs Female 10 7
Male vs. Female Traits 5 5 Male vs Female 10 11
Pleasant vs Unpleasant 18 8 Upper vs Lower 6 6
High-paid vs Low-paid 10 16 Upper vs Lower 6 6

Table 2: The number of words used in the target and attribute sets for Hindi and Tamil languages.

Gathering data to examine a new bias type called
casteism in NLP is challenging. There is no exact
translation of caste in Indian languages, but varna
and jati are the two most approximate terms. The
caste emanates from four varnas or jati system in
Indian culture. For bias in casteism, the words are
inferred from the four varnas system in India. The
castes under four varnas or jati are grouped into
a single, the remaining are considered as others or
untouchables or Scheduled Castes, the official term
as per the Constitution of India 2. We label the
group of four as upper and the other as lower caste.
The peoples of upper caste are majority than the
lower caste and hence lower caste is also referred to
as minorities. The set of attribute words for caste
in Hindi and Tamil is shown in Table 3 for upper
caste and Table 4 for lower caste. ’-’ in the table in-
dicates that a particular caste word is infrequently
used in context in spite of its prevalence.

Hindi Tamil English
ब्राह्मण பி√ாமண÷∏û brahmins
क्षित्रय ‡òதி√ிய÷∏û kshatriyas
वशै्य ை≈∫ிய÷∏û vaisyas
- Ýòதி√÷∏û kshudras
उच्च உய÷ upper
पं डत - priest

Table 3: Hindi/Tamil upper caste words

Hindi Tamil English
ह रजन †√ிஜனí∏û harijans
द लतों தலிò dalits
अनुसू चत அðட≈ைணôபÎòதôபðட schedule caste
अछूतों தீñடòத∏ாத≈÷∏û untouchables
िनचली ∏ீú lower

Table 4: Hindi/Tamil lower caste words

3.2. Word2Vec model
Word2Vec 3 model trained on Hindi CoNLL 17 cor-
pus using Continous Skipgram model in dimension
100.

2Caste System in India
3NLPL word embedding repository

3.3. fastText model
The fastText 4 is a pre-trained language model
trained on Wikipedia and the Common Crawl to
represent word vectors for different 157 languages.
Each of these models was trained on Wikipedia
dumps of the respective languages using CBOW
with position-weights, in dimension 300, with char-
acter n-grams of length 5. It was observed that for
languages with small Wikipedia, such as Finnish
or Hindi, using the crawl data leads to great im-
provement in performance. However for the low
resource languages such as Hindi, the quality of
the obtained word vectors is much lower than for
other languages (Grave et al., 2018).

3.4. Correlation with Human Biases
using WEAT

We used the metric Word Embedding Associ-
ation Test (WEAT) proposed by Caliskan et al.
(2017) which uses permutation testing to demon-
strate and quantify bias. WEAT measures the sim-
ilarity of words by using the cosine between the
pair of vectors of those words. It was applied to
GloVe and Word2Vec vectors. WEAT can also be
applied to other models. Consider the two sets
of target words (like politician, engineer, tailor, ...
and nanny, nurse, librarian, ...) and two sets of
attribute words (like man, boy, ... and woman,
girl ...) to measure the bias against the social at-
tributes and roles. In mathematical terms, X and
Y are assumed to be sets of target words of equal
size, and A,B are the two sets of attribute words.
The permutation test over X and Y is,

s(X,Y,A,B) =
∑
x∈X

s(x,A,B)−
∑
y∈Y

s(y,A,B)

The degree of bias for each target concept is cal-
culated as,

s(w,A,B) = meana∈Acos(
−→w ,−→a )−

meanb∈Bcos(
−→w ,

−→
b )

where cos(−→a ,
−→
b ) is the cosine similarity between

the two vector embeddings. In other words,
s(w,A,B) measures the association of the word w
with the attribute, and s(X,Y,A,B) measures the

4fastText for different 157 languages

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caste_system_in_India
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differential association of the two sets of target
words with the attribute. The degree d to which
the model associates the sets of target words with
the sets of attribute words is,

d =
meanx∈Xs(x,A,B)−meany∈Y s(y,A,B)

std− devw∈X⊔Y s(w,A,B)

For example, consider the target lists for the
WEAT test are pleasant and unpleasant words,
and the attributes are caste discrimination in India
such as upper caste (e.g., ”brahmins”, ”vaisyas”,
”kshatriyas”) and lower caste (e.g., ”dalits”, ”har-
ijans”, ”untouchables”). The overall test score is
the degree to which pleasant words are more associ-
ated with the upper caste, relative to lower caste.
A high positive score means that pleasant words
are more related to upper caste, and a high nega-
tive score means that unpleasant words are more
associated with upper caste.

4. Result Analysis
Word2Vec (Skipgram) embeddings are used for
Hindi language only. The fastText embeddings of
Hindi and Tamil languages are measured for bias.
We consider the following two target sets:
1) career vs. family, sentiment words or traits of
male vs. female.
2) pleasant vs. unpleasant, career of upper vs.
lower caste.
For the above target sets, the corresponding at-
tribute sets are 1)male vs. female and 2)upper vs.
lower caste. Note that from tables 5-12, the words
are arranged in descending order of bias score. For
example, occupation (career vs family) words are
sorted with the degree of bias in descending order
for Hindi in Table 5.

Male Female
सेनाध्यक (commander) बाई (maid)
सिैनक (soldier) दाई (babysitter)
राजनी तज्ञ (politician) नसर् (nurse)
शकारी (hunter) रसोइया (cook)

Table 5: Hindi Male/Female-biased words for Oc-
cupation using fastText

For Tamil, the occupations of gender (career vs.
family) differs from Hindi, because of the demo-
graphic or regional cultural influence. In both
the languages, occupational words like politician,
hunter and nurse, maid are biased towards male
and female respectively.
The male vs female traits (adjectives) are different
across the demography irrespective of gender as
shown in Table 7 and 8. For example high degree
of male trait word exercise (உடüபயிü∫ி ) in Tamil

Male Female
ோ≈ðைடì∏ா√ý (hunter) பணிôொபñ (maid)
அ√∫ியø≈ாதி (politician) ொ∫≈ிலிய÷ (nurse)
ொபாறியாள÷ (engineer) ஒôபைனயாள÷

(stylist)
∏ா≈ø (police) நடனì∏ைலஞ÷

(dancer)
∫ிôபாö (soldier) ை∏≈ிைன (craft

person)

Table 6: Tamil Male/Female-biased words for Oc-
cupation using fastText

is not the same in Hindi. For Hindi, it is combat
(मुकाबल ).

Male Female
मुकाबला (combat) सुंदरता (beauty)
अभ्यास (practice) तलाक (divorce)
हमला (attack) शादी (wedding)
घायल (injured) प रपक्व (mature)
प रश्रम (hardwork) प्यार (love)

Table 7: Hindi Male vs Female Traits (adjectives)
using fastText

In both the languages, sentiment words like com-
bat/battle, attack are associated towards male and
beauty, wedding, divorce are associated towards fe-
male.

Male Female
உடüபயிü∫ி (exercise) ≈ி≈ா∏√òÐ(divorce)
≠√ì∏மüற (ruthless) அ∆Ì (beauty)
∫ìதி (power) நை∏ (jewel)
ோபா÷ (battle) திÕமணõ(wedding)
தாìÌதø (attack) நளினõ (elegance)

Table 8: Tamil Male vs Female Traits (adjectives)
using fastText

4.1. Caste Bias in Indian Languages
Castes are rigid social groups characterized by
hereditary transmission of lifestyle, occupation,
and social status. This is ingrained in the social
and economic status of peoples across castes in In-
dian culture. We measured the bias against the
caste words for the two attribute sets: 1)Pleasant
vs. unpleasant words and 2)Career words (high-
paid vs low-paid). Some of the adjective words are
used to denote a particular group of caste. Those
words are categorized into pleasant and unpleas-
ant words. The careers of the minority group or
lower caste also differs from that of the upper caste
group.
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upper lower
विैदक (vaidic) हमला (assault)
धनी (rich) दवु्यर्वहार (abuse)
ज्ञान (knowledge) जेल (jail)
भाग्यशाली (fortunate) हत्या (murder)
िनष्ठावान (loyal) श्रम (labour)
सािहत्य (literature) िनरक्षर (illiterate)
प रवार (family) उत्पीिड़त (oppressed)
खशु (happy) घृणा (hatred)
शिक्त (strength) सताया (persecuted)

Table 9: Hindi Caste-biased Pleasant vs. unpleas-
ant words using fastText

From the Table 9-10, the bias in the embeddings
clearly shows the discrimination of the lower caste
minority in India. India after 1947, enacted many
affirmative action policies for the upliftment of his-
torically marginalized groups. These policies in-
cluded reserving a quota of places for these groups
in higher education and government employment.
But still, the word embeddings reflects the caste
stereotypes that still exists in the Indian society.
In Table 11-12, the bias in the embeddings clearly
reflects the discrimination in the social-economic
structure of the lower caste minority in India. The
occupations of Dalits vary from caste to caste and
geographical area. Most of them work with human
waste, leather, dead bodies, etc., (Kaminsky; Long,
2011).

upper lower
ோ≈த (vedic) தாúòதôபðட

(downtrodden)
அறி≈ாளி (knowledge) ஒÎì∏ôபðட (op-

pressed)
அதி÷‰ட∫ாலி(fortunate) அÊைமôபÎòதôபðட

(enslaved)
∏ø≈ி (education) தாìÌதø (attack)
∫ìதி (power) ∫ிைற (jail)
∏üற≈÷ (literate) ொ∏ாைல (murder)

Table 10: Tamil Caste-biased Pleasant vs. un-
pleasant words using fastText

Table-13 shows the WEAT scores for the differ-
ent embedding models for the four different target
and attribute sets. The score indicates that the
direction of measured bias is in line with the com-
mon human biases. For the upper vs lower and
career dataset, the negative WEAT score for the
Word2Vec Hindi embeddings implies that the bias
is against the common human biases. Generally,
Hindi language embeddings are less biased than
Tamil towards careers of upper and lower caste
peoples. To prove that racism is not much preva-

upper lower
योद्धा (warrior) मजदरूी (wage)
अफ़सर (officer) बेरोज़गार (unemployed)
अ भयतंा (engineer) कुम्हार (potter)
शक्षक (teacher) िकसान (farmer)
वजै्ञािनक (scientist) रक्षक (protector)
संगीत (music) मोची (cobbler)
अनुसंधान (research) चौक दार (watchman)

Table 11: Hindi Caste-biased career words using
fastText. Italicised is unbiased.

upper lower
ோபா÷≈ீ√ý (warrior) ∏øலைறòொதா∆ிலாளி

(cemetry worker)
≈ணி∏÷ (merchant) ொதா∆ிலாளி (labour)
≈ிïஞானி (scientist) ÐôÒ√≈ாள÷ (sweeper)
ொபாறியாள÷ (engineer) ொ∫ÕôÒòொதா∆ிலாளி

(cobbler)
அதி∏ா√ி (officer) ∏ா≈லாளி (watchman)
ஆ∫ி√ிய÷ (teacher) ≈ி≈∫ாயி (farmer)

Table 12: Tamil Caste-biased career words using
fastText

lent in India, a set of racial prejudice words chink,
chinky, chinese, nepali against the north-east In-
dians (Haokip, 2021) are paired with the pleasant
vs. unpleasant words in Hindi. The negative score
indicates that the embeddings are racial-free.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, instead of racism which is not appli-
cable to India, casteism as per the the Indian social
system is included in word embedding bias evalua-
tion. We have identified the sets of caste words in
Hindi and Tamil languages for caste bias analysis.
WEAT metric is used to evaluate the word embed-
dings for gender and caste bias. The bias study on
monolingual word embeddings of Word2Vec and
fastText for two of the Indian languages such as
Hindi and Tamil reveals that the gender and caste
bias prevails in line with the stereotypes. From
the literature and to our knowledge this is the first
paper that reports the bias in Tamil word embed-
dings and caste bias in word embeddings of Indian
languages. Also proved that the embeddings are
racial-free.
In future, we will extend the bias analysis by in-
cluding more Indian languages and apply debiasing
techniques to mitigate the bias in Indian language
word embeddings.
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